
  

A Question to Ponder

Why do so many other 
languages disrespect Perl 
but they all claim to have 
Perl Compatible Regular 

Expressions?



  

Make noise if 
you played with 

one of these 
building toys.



  

Lincoln Logs



  

Tinker Toys



  

Kenner



  

K’nex



  

Erector (Mechano 
outside the US)



  

Lego



  

Remember the fun?

Only limited by your 
imagination



  

Way more fun 
than most

coding projects



  

Many possible 
projects from 

the same
set of parts



  

You are the 
architect

and builder



  

What do those 
building toys

have in common?



  

Most any part 
can connect
with any part



  

Simple toy 
parts can build
complex things



  

Do you use
File::Slurp?

You can hire
its author,

ME!

file:///:Slurp


  

Let's make
programming

fun again!



  

Dataflow is a way
to organize, architect 

and build your 
applications



  

Dataflow has a 
Universal API

Any node can send 
data to any node



  

A very well known 
Universal API:

Shell tools,
stdio and pipes



  

Simple modules 
that do one thing

and do it well



  

Complexity
arises
 from
layers

of
simplicity



  

External configuration:

Initialize nodes with 
addresses and 

arguments 



  

Each node is given a 
unique address



  

Configuration is 
architecture done by 

the intelligent 
designer (you!), not 

in the code



  

With dataflow
you actually have to 

think differentLY



  

If you are interested in 
dataflow, contact me at 

dataflow@perlhunter.com



  

If you have a 
dataflow, project, 
contact me today



  

If you have funding for 
a dataflow project,

contact me yesterday!



  

Much Longer 
Dataflow Article 
Coming Soon



  

A punishing line from the
dataflow article:

Larry sed with a lisp: 
'awk' and 'grep' are the 
basic sounds I make when 
I C too much data flow
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